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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods, configured Storage media, and Systems are pro 
Vided for resolving domain names into IP addresses in a 
path-Sensitive manner, namely, a manner that may consider 
information about a link to a Server and/or information about 
routers and other path components. The IP addresses given 
in response to domain name resolution requests are Selected 
to provide increased reliability and/or dynamic load-balanc 
ing over paths. 
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DOMAIN NAME RESOLUTION MAKING IP 
ADDRESS SELECTIONS IN RESPONSE TO 
CONNECTION STATUS WHEN MULTIPLE 

CONNECTIONS ARE PRESENT 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority to commonly 
owned copending U.S. provisional patent applications Serial 
No. 60/258,946 filed Dec. 29, 2000, serial No. 60/273,598 
filed Mar. 6, 2001, and serial No. 60/339,182 filed Dec. 10, 
2001, each of which is also incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to the translation of 
domain names to IP addresses in a computer network, and 
more particularly relates to tools and techniques for distrib 
uting domain name resolution results among multiple con 
nections, to provide benefits Such as dynamic load-balancing 
acroSS network connections and greater reliability. 

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND OF THE 
INVENTION 

0003) All computers on the Internet use a TCP/IP proto 
col for communication. An IP address or a name, or both, 
identify the web sites/computers connected to the Internet 
both Servers and clients. For example, the Ragula Systems 
web site can be identified by its domain name www.fat 
pipeinc.com or by its IP address 206.71.77.143 (FATPIPE is 
a mark of Ragula Systems, which does business as FatPipe 
Networks). Computers on virtual private networks, on other 
wide area networks, on intranets, and on other networks also 
use TCP/IP. As a general rule the name of the web site on any 
of these networks tends to remain constant while the IP 
address associated with it can change based on the IP 
address(es) of the server(s) on which the site is hosted. 
0004 Communication between the computers uses TCP/ 
IP protocol to access the web site data. Therefore, it is 
necessary to convert the domain name of the web site to the 
IP address of a server of the web site. Domain Name Service 
(DNS) servers connected to the web/Internet perform the 
conversion of name to IP address using a DNS protocol; this 
conversion is call “domain name resolution'. A domain 
name resolution request is a request for an IP address that 
corresponds to a given domain name; more than one IP 
address may correspond to a given domain name if the web 
site named is heavily used. An Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) may provide the IP address of a DNS server to its 
customers. This DNS IP address is input in the configuration 
of the TCP/IP stack on the computer connecting to the 
Internet and may be input to a Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol (DHCP) server so that it can provide TCP/IP 
auto-configuring information to other computers. Requests 
from customers for access to a web site are directed to the 
DNS server, which resolves the domain name in the request 
to obtain a corresponding IP address that can be used by 
routers to forward the web site access request to a server for 
the web site. 

0005 U.S. Pat. No. 6,154,777 discusses a context-depen 
dent name resolution System. In one example, a domain 
name is bound to a list of IP addresses, and policies 
involving requester information, destination information, or 
request content are used to bind a particular IP address to the 
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domain name in response to a particular request. Examples 
of resolution based on requester information comprise reso 
lution based on the domain name of the Sender, the actual 
geographic region of the Sender, the quality of Service 
desired by the requester, or the requester's time of day or 
time Zone. Examples of resolution based on destination 
information comprise resolution based on the load at the 
receiving Server, or the actual geographic region of the 
receiver. Examples of resolution based on request content 
comprise Selecting an IP address based on the type of Service 
requested or the Specific information requested. This patent 
also States that resolution may be based on random Selection 
of the destination from a qualified list, and other indepen 
dently developed information. 
0006. In particular, the 777 patent discusses domain 
name resolution based on destination Server loads. But there 
is apparently no discussion of basing domain name resolu 
tion results on the load or availability of routers or connec 
tions to destination Servers, as opposed to using the Status of 
the servers themselves. U.S. Pat. No. 6,205,489 similarly 
focuses on Web Servers rather than the routers and other 
connection components in paths to the Servers. The same 
holds true of other previous efforts. 
0007 Accordingly, it would be an advancement to pro 
vide domain name resolution tools and techniques that 
provide IP addresses based on criteria Such as router loads 
and connection availability. Such tools and techniques are 
discussed and claimed below. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The present invention provides connection-sensi 
tive domain name resolution tools and techniques. One 
embodiment provides a connection-Sensitive domain name 
resolution device that comprises a data component identi 
fying IP addresses for at least two paths to a server which has 
a domain name; and a code component which receives a 
domain name resolution request Specifying the domain 
name, Selects an IP address from the data component based 
on information about the Status of a path to the Server, and 
Supplies the Selected IP address in response to the domain 
name resolution request. In particular embodiments and/or 
Situations, the IP addresses may identify routers, firewalls, 
bridges, and/or other path components. The information 
about path Status may include device Status, link Status, link 
bandwidth, latency, and/or other path Statistics or character 
istics. Thus, in a particular situation a particular connection 
Sensitive domain name resolution device may, for instance, 
avoid Selecting the IP address of a router that is on a path to 
the server but is not available. It may select the IP address 
in a round-robin manner by Selecting the next IP address in 
a list of IP addresses of routers that are on paths to the server 
and are available when the Selection is made. It may Select 
the IP address of an under-loaded path, thereby tending to 
balance the loads on the paths to the server. Various other 
configuration changes are also contemplated. The connec 
tion-Sensitive domain name resolution device may be placed 
between the Server and a router for the Server, or not. It may 
have multiple connections to the Server or to the Internet, or 
it may not. It may assist dynamic load-balancing over Server 
paths and also perform load-balancing over multiple Servers, 
Or not. 

0009. A method of the invention for distributing domain 
name resolution results over multiple paths comprises the 
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Steps of receiving a domain name resolution request which 
requests an IP address corresponding to a specified domain 
name, determining that at least one candidate connection 
component is operating reliably and thus is a reliable con 
nection component, the reliable connection component 
being in a path to a server having the domain name, the 
reliable connection component having an IP address, and 
Supplying the IP address of the reliable connection compo 
nent in a response to the resolution request, thereby directing 
traffic to the Server over a path through the reliable connec 
tion component. Another method further comprises the Steps 
of determining the load on at least one candidate connection 
component and Selecting a connection component which is 
not over-loaded, the Selected connection component having 
an IP address and being in a path to the Server having the 
domain name, wherein the Supplying Step comprises Sending 
the IP address of the Selected connection component in a 
response to the resolution request, thereby directing traffic to 
the Server over a path through the connection component 
that is both reliable and not over-loaded. Some methods 
comprise adjusting the time-to-live to be associated with a 
DNS record for an IP address in a path to the server. Some 
methods ping a router or other connection component on a 
path to the Server to determine if it is a reliable connection 
component. Some methods perform a router Status inquiry to 
determine the router's load. 

0010. A computer-readable storage medium of the inven 
tion has a configuration that will cause performance of a 
method for connection-sensitive domain name resolution 
when multiple connections to a web server are potentially 
available. The method comprises: receiving a DNS resolu 
tion request; Selecting an IP address based on connection 
component Status, and Supplying the Selected IP address in 
response to the request. In Some embodiments, wherein the 
Selecting Step comprises determining whether a connection 
responds to pings, Selecting an IP address of the next 
available path in a round-robin manner, and/or determining 
whether a router or other connection component is under 
loaded. Other features and advantages of the invention will 
become more fully apparent through the following descrip 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.011) To illustrate the manner in which the advantages 
and features of the invention are obtained, a more particular 
description of the invention will be given with reference to 
the attached drawings. These drawings only illustrate 
Selected aspects of the invention and its context. In the 
drawings: 

0012 FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a system according 
to the invention, comprising a web server having multiple IP 
addresses, which is made accessible to a personal computer 
for Internet browsing by way of multiple routers and an 
inventive connection-sensitive DNS resolver that selects IP 
addresses for access to the Server using connection Status as 
a dispositive criterion. 

0013 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an alternative 
System according to the present invention, in which the 
connection-sensitive DNS resolver has several assigned IP 
addresses. 
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0014 FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an alternative 
System according to the present invention, in which a single 
router is used but that router has multiple connections to the 
Internet. 

0015 FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an alternative 
System according to the present invention, in which a proxy 
Server having Several assigned IP addresses is positioned 
between the web server and the connection-sensitive DNS 
resolver. 

0016 FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an alternative 
System according to the present invention, in which the 
connection-sensitive DNS resolver resolves IP addresses for 
a switch, which in turn selects between multiple web servers 
for the hosted web site. 

0017 FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an alternative 
System according to the present invention, in which the 
connection-sensitive DNS resolver is not positioned 
between the web server and its router(s); this feature dis 
tinguishes FIG. 6 and other inventive systems from the 
Systems shown in previous Figures, because Systems like 
those in FIGS. 1-5 have the DNS resolver positioned 
between the web server(s) and router(s). 
0018 FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating methods of the 
present invention for resolving domain names into IP 
addresses in a manner that reflects the condition of routers 
and network links, as opposed to DNS resolution based on 
the condition of web servers. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0019. The present invention relates to methods, systems, 
and configured Storage media for providing redundancy and 
load-balancing in Systems that have multiple (two or more) 
connection paths to a domain-named Server. Existing 
approaches balance loads and track availability based on 
Server Status. By contrast, the present invention balances 
loads and tracks availability based on connection component 
(links, routers, Switches, bridges, firewalls, packet shapers, 
etc.) status. Those prior approaches are not a Substitute for 
the present invention, or Vice versa. Rather, the invention's 
path-Sensitive approach and prior Server-Sensitive 
approaches complement one other, Since they may provide 
more flexibility, efficiency, and reliability when used 
together than either would provide alone. 
0020 FIG. 1 illustrates a system 100 according to the 
present invention. A client PC 102 seeks access to a web 
server 104 which is identified by the client 102 using a 
domain name. Other types of servers 104, such as FTP 
Servers, list Servers, and the like, may be likewise utilized in 
Systems according to the invention. The client 102 SeekS 
access to the server 104 over the Internet 106. “Internet” as 
used herein includes variations Such as a private Internet, a 
Secure Internet, a value-added network, a virtual private 
network, or an intranet. The computers connected in the 
system 100 may be clients 102, servers 104, peers, or a 
combination thereof. Suitable network clients 102 include, 
without limitation, personal computers, laptops, WorkSta 
tions, and dumb terminals. PC 102 may be, for instance, a 
personal computer browsing the Internet 106 with a browser 
Such as a Netscape or MicroSoft browser, or a personal 
computer using an intranet connection or a thin client 
application. 
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0021. The servers 104 and their clients 102 are generally 
capable of using floppy drives, tape drives, optical drives 
and/or other means to read a storage medium. A Suitable 
Storage medium includes a magnetic, optical, or other com 
puter-readable Storage device having a specific physical 
Substrate configuration. Suitable Storage devices include 
floppy disks, hard disks, tape, CD-ROMs, DVDs, PROMs, 
ROM, RAM, flash memory and other computer system 
Storage devices, both volatile and non-volatile. The Substrate 
configuration represents data and/or instructions which 
cause the computer to operate in a Specific and predefined 
manner as described herein. Thus, the medium tangibly 
embodies a program, functions, data, and/or instructions that 
direct a computer to perform or provide improved DNS 
path-Sensitive name resolution techniques and tools accord 
ing to the present invention. 
0022. To permit redundancy and load-balancing, the sys 
tem 100 includes multiple connection paths between the 
server 104 and the Internet 106. One connection path goes 
over a first router (“router A) 108 and network links 110, 
while another path goes over another router (“router B”) 108 
and other links 110. The signal lines used in the links 110 
may include twisted pair, coaxial, or optical fiber cables, 
telephone lines, Satellites, microwave relays, modulated AC 
power lines, and other data transmission “wires' known to 
those of Skill in the art, including wireleSS linkS. Signals 
according to the invention may be embodied in such “wires” 
and/or in addressable Storage media. 
0023. A connection-sensitive DNS resolver 112 is posi 
tioned between the routers 108 and the server 104. The 
connection-sensitive DNS resolver 112 operates generally 
like a conventional (server-sensitive) DNS resolver in that 
both types of DNS resolver provide redundancy and both 
preferably perform Some load-balancing. But a conventional 
DNS resolver selects IP addresses to provide based on the 
server's status, whereas the inventive DNS resolver 112 
Selects IP addresses based on connection/router Status. This 
may lead to different outcomes, depending on the situation. 
For instance, when two paths to a Server are available, a 
conventional DNS resolver may over-load one of the paths 
without necessarily over-loading the Server. Likewise, when 
two paths are available to each of two servers, a connection 
sensitive DNS resolver might over-load one of the servers 
even though it has distributed the load between the two 
paths. 

0024. The illustrated DNS resolver 112 comprises a data 
component 114 and a code 116 component. The data com 
ponent 114 contains information identifying the connection 
components, e.g., routerS 108, linkS 110, and-at least 
implicitly-their network topology (which links connect to 
which routers, etc.). In Some embodiments, additional detail 
is stored, such as the bandwidth and/or latency of a link 110, 
the processing speed and/or buffer size of a router 108, and 
other performance characteristics. The data component 114 
may also contain Status information, Such as whether a 
router 108 answered a ping, when the router 108 was last 
pinged, whether the carrier Signal is present for a link 110, 
whether packets sent to a given link 100 or router 108 have 
apparently been dropped (no ack received before timeout), 
the time it took to receive a reply to a request Sent on a link, 
and so on. Finally, the data component 114 contains IP 
addresses for the paths, with an implicit or express indica 
tion of which IP addresses correspond to which routers 108. 
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Note that in Some embodiments and/or Situations, more than 
one IP address can be handled by a given router 108. 
Particular embodiments of the data component 114 may 
contain various data elements, organized into lists, tables, 
and/or other data Structures. But in general, the data com 
ponent 114 contains at Some point enough data for the DNS 
resolver 112 to select an IP address based on at least data 
about the apparent availability of different paths, and pref 
erably based on data about the relative loads on different 
paths. 
0025 The code component 116 receives the domain 
name resolution request, accesses and/or obtains the data 
114 to make an IP address selection, and provides the 
Selected IP address in response to the domain name resolu 
tion request. The IP address is selected based on the status 
of path elements, such as routers 108 and possibly also links 
110, where the path element status is defined in terms of path 
characteristics Such as the Speed of the link, the load on a 
link, the hop count between the requester and the resolver, 
and/or fixed load distribution. Additional criteria may also 
be considered, Such as a predefined criterion based on 
geographic location of the requester. The Selection should be 
made, at a minimum, by Selecting an IP address for a path 
that is apparently (based on the data 114) currently available 
to carry packets. The selection of an IP address is preferably 
made in a way that balances loads between two or more 
available paths, based on criteria Such as the relative load on 
different routers 108 and/or the bandwidth of different links 
110. The code component 116 may thus include code for 
pinging routerS or making other Status inquiries of path 
elements. In some embodiments, the code 116 includes 
procedures to aid administration (preferably including 
remote management through SNMP or the like), such as 
code for maintaining logs, Sending alerts to System admin 
istrators, authentication and Security code, and code to Set 
parameters such as the time-to-live of DNS resolution 
responses. The time-to-live is provided with the IP address 
in the DNS resolver's response. Use of the term “code” here 
reflects the fact that implementing code component 116 
functionality in Software, firmware, microcode, or other 
programmable code configuring general-purpose hardware 
is often preferred, because it makes upgrades and other 
changes easier, but the code component 116 may also be 
implemented partially or entirely in Special-purpose hard 
WC. 

0026 FIG. 2 illustrates a system 200, in which the 
connection-sensitive DNS resolver 112 has several assigned 
IP addresses. That is, one IP address leads to the resolver 112 
and hence to the web server 104 by way of router A, three 
IP addresses lead to the resolver 112 and thence to the server 
104 through router B, and one IP address leads to the 
resolver 112 and server 104 through router C. Depending on 
the circumstances, it may be preferable to have multiple 
addresses at the Server, multiple addresses at the resolver 
112, neither, or both. For instance, the resolver 112 may be 
added to an existing configuration in which a Server 104 is 
up and running well. Suppose the Server has a Single IP 
address. Adding another address to the Server for multi 
homing would require changing Server Settings, which 
increaseS risk that the Server will Stop functioning as desired. 
Therefore, it may be preferable to leave the server with a 
single address and add an IP address at the resolver 112 for 
multi-homing-the resolver 112 then maps its multiple 
addresses to the Single Server address. Alternately, Suppose 
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the Server is already multi-homed and already running well 
when the resolver 112 is to be added. It may then be 
preferable to give the resolver 112 a single IP address and let 
the Server continue with its multiple addresses, which the 
resolver can map traffic to. 
0.027 Note that multiple paths can be present in various 
ways. FIG. 1 shows two routers 108, each with its own link 
110 to the resolver 112 and its own link to the Internet 106. 
FIG.2 shows more routers 108 (three, this time), again with 
each router 108 having its own link 110 to the resolver and 
its own link 110 to the Internet 106. FIG.3 shows a system 
300 in which a single router 108 has one link 110 to the 
resolver 112 but has three links 110 to the Internet 106. Other 
combinations of routers and links are also possible in Some 
Systems according to the invention. An embodiment of the 
inventive DNS resolver 112 may be used if multiple paths to 
a Server 104 are possible, regardless of how those paths are 
formed from links 110 and routers 108. 

0028. It will also be appreciated that the DNS resolver 
112 need not connect directly to a server 104. The DNS 
resolver 112 may connect instead to a proxy server 402, as 
shown in FIG. 4, to a LAN, or to a server multiplexer 502, 
as shown in FIG. 5, for instance. In FIG. 5, the servers. A 
and B may be multi-homed. As shown in FIG. 6, some 
connection-sensitive DNS resolvers 112 may not be posi 
tioned between the web server 104 and its router(s) 108 at 
all. Like Some conventional DNS resolvers, these resolvers 
112 may instead be positioned elsewhere, So long as they 
connect to the Internet 106. There are some advantages to 
placing the resolver 112 between the server(s) and the 
router(s): Since the traffic to the server(s) goes through the 
resolver 112, the resolver 112 can be used to do multiplex 
ing, packet Shaping, Quality of Service tasks Such as favor 
ing voice-Over-IP traffic, and other direct traffic management 
functions, which would not be possible if the resolver 112 
was positioned elsewhere. By contrast, if the resolver does 
not reside between the server and router then the resolver 
does not get involved in direct traffic management but still 
resolves names into IP addresses. When the resolver 112 is 
not located between the Server(s) and the router(s), the 
resolver maintains tables or other data Structures with infor 
mation Such as IP addresses to reply to, the Status of load and 
router connections, and other information discussed herein. 
The resolver 112 may also use route test algorithms, and 
may maintain information on link characteristics Such as 
latency and/or line Speed. Based on Statistics, the resolver 
112 redirects the requests to appropriate Servers. 

0029. In the configurations shown in FIGS. 1-5, the 
connection-sensitive DNS resolvers 112 is located between 
one or more web servers 104 and one or more routers 108. 
Since the routers addresses are known, in these configura 
tions the DNS resolver 112 may be combined in one device 
with a multiplexer/demultiplexer for using multiple lines or 
connections to provide greater throughput. In a given Situ 
ation, Suitable muX/demux devices and techniques may 
include without limitation those available from Ragula Sys 
tems Development company and/or those described in U.S. 
Pat. Nos. 6,295.276, 6,253,247, or U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 09/751,590, which are incorporated herein. 

0030) By contrast, in the configuration of FIG. 6, the 
DNS resolver 112 is not located between the web server 104 
and its closest routers 108 but is instead accessible through 
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the Internet 106. Accordingly, the mux/demux functionality 
may be located in a different device than the DNS resolver 
functionality. In short, a smart DNS resolver module 112 of 
the present invention may be combined with a muX/demux 
device, but need not be So combined. 

0031 FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating methods of the 
present invention for resolving domain names into IP 
addresses in a manner that reflects the condition of routers 
and network links, as opposed to performing conventional 
DNS resolution based on the condition of web servers. 
Unless it is otherwise indicated, the description herein of 
Systems of the present invention extends to corresponding 
methods, and Vice versa. Likewise, the description of meth 
ods informs article embodiments which comprise Storage 
media configured to perform methods of the invention. 
0032. The present invention operates in conjunction with 
one or more DNS servers. The present device can work as 
an independent DNS resolver in a contained environment 
Such as a private network, or a frame relay network. In case 
the internet, there are Sometimes Several geographically 
distributed DNS servers; they may be arranged in a tree 
hierarchy. These DNS servers query each other periodically 
to get the latest list of names and addresses. When a Server 
does not have information about a name, it forwards the 
request to the next server above it in the tree till the name is 
resolved or, at the top of the tree, an error message is 
generated. Embodiments of the invention effectively include 
at least one DNS server, so the module 112 itself can 
operates as an inbound DNS server. Use of an additional 
DNS server may be preferred, however, to prevent conven 
tional DNS activity from interfering with use of the module 
112 for path-sensitive load-balancing and reliability 
increases as described herein. 

0033 According to the invention, an inventive DNS 
interface module Such as a resolver 112 receives a 702 
domain name resolution request, selects 704 at least one IP 
address from a group of addresses corresponding to that 
domain name, and responds 706 to the request with an IP 
address. The “smart” DNS module 112 is configured with 
multiple IP addresses associated with each server, to reflect 
the potentially available paths to the server. The module 112 
preferably checks periodically the actual availability of the 
paths, through pings, timeouts without acknowledgment, or 
other familiar means. The module keeps track of the current 
Status of the path components, for purposes of the present 
invention, a Server 104 is not considered a component in the 
path to that server. With the status information available to 
the DNS server, it can resolve the names of the servers 
intelligently by Supplying IP addresses that use functioning 
paths, and preferably also by balancing the load on different 
paths. 

0034. When a request to resolve a domain name into an 
IP address is received 702 at the inventive DNS interface 
module, that module selects 704 an IP address from its 
database 114 for response. With respect to routers, for 
example, the Selection is made between two or more can 
didate IP addresses by using one or both of the following 
selection criteria: (a) is the router 108 responding on the 
selected IP address or is the router “up”, that is, is it 
operating? (b) is the router associated with the IP address 
under-loaded 712, that is, does it have less data traffic than 
another Server router? Similar questions may be asked about 
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other path components, Such as linkS 110. In Some cases 
equivalent criteria are used, Such as (a) is a candidate server 
connection “down', e.g., not responding to pings 710, or 
known to be unavailable 708 for normal operation because 
it is Scheduled for routine maintenance or upgrade work? (b) 
is a candidate Server data connection overloaded 712, e.g., it 
has more currently active data connections to the Servers 
than Some (or all) other candidates. Some connections may 
be active even though no traffic is presently flowing over 
them, if an active life was specified and has not yet elapsed. 
Activity characteristics Such as whether a file transfer was 
interrupted before completion, and/or the number of packets 
Sent/received may be considered. The (a) criteria ask 
whether the router(s) 108 and the rest of the network 
connection in a given path are operating reliably (“reliability 
criterion”), while the (b) criteria ask whether the path for a 
given IP connection is operating at full capacity (“capacity 
criterion”). 
0035). For instance, an inventive DNS interface module 
112 may operate by receiving 702 a domain name resolution 
request, determining 714 in a round-robin manner which of 
two or more candidate IP addresses is reliable, and forward 
ing 706 the resolved IP address to have the client 102 use a 
reliable path to the server. That is, the module 112 resolves 
714 the resolution request to the reliable (path available) IP 
address associated with the server 104 which appears next in 
a list of IP addresses after the IP address sent when the 
previous resolution request was resolved by the module. 

0036) Alternately, the module 112 may receive 702 a 
resolution request, determine which candidate IP connection 
paths are reliable, determine 712 which of those network 
connections is least heavily loaded, and then resolve the 
request by selecting 704 the least heavily loaded IP connec 
tion to the server 104. The least heavily loaded IP address 
may be chosen according to a path dynamic load-balancing 
criterion involving data 114 Such as average number of 
requests received, available router 108 memory, or average 
turnaround time for packets Sent over paths Selected using 
previous domain name resolution results. 

0037. The inventive module may also resolve domain 
name resolution requests in order to spread traffic among 
paths by using reliability as the distribution criterion without 
any particular attention to load-balancing as a distribution 
criterion. For instance, the module may resolve the request 
to whichever router IP address is closest, or next in line, or 
otherwise the easiest choice, if that router IP address is up 
and regardless of that router's load. 

0.038. Some prior approaches, such as those used in 
UNIX round robin DNS servers, resolve domain name 
resolution requests in a round robin manner regardless of 
whether the path is operating reliably. This simplifies the 
task of the component that resolves the requests, but also 
makes resolution failures more likely. The failure rate with 
Such previous approaches can be dramatic. For instance, if 
there are three server path IP addresses but one of the paths 
is down, then using a round robin distribution method 
without regard to path reliability will result in a failure rate 
of about 33%; if there are only two server path IP addresses 
and one is down, the failure rate for client 102 access 
attempts will be about 50%. The present invention prefer 
ably provides smaller failure rates by having the inventive 
module 112 keep track of which paths are reliable, or at least 
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having the module check for connection reliability by ping 
ing over the path just before resolving a name request. With 
the invention, resolution requests should not be routinely 
resolved to non-working IP connections. A round robin 
approach may be used by module 112, but unlike prior 
approaches the inventive round robin approach will not 
provide a response that would otherwise be next in the round 
robin cycle, if providing that response would send traffic 
over a connection or path component that is apparently 
down. 

0039) During a step 716, the module 112 sets the time 
to-live (TTL) in the DNS record it will supply 706. DNS 
records are often cached on Internet DNS servers after an IP 
address for a given domain name is Supplied. The TTL 
influences the amount of time a given DNS record should 
remain in the cache of a DNS server after the IP address 
specified in the DNS record is first supplied. If the TTL is too 
short, time and bandwidth will be spent with unnecessary 
DNS resolutions, but if the TTL is too long, an IP address for 
a given path may continue being given to clients 102 long 
after that path becomes unavailable or over-loaded. The TTL 
is preferably adjustable (through an automatic trial-and 
error process and/or manually by an administrator) in at least 
Some embodiments of the module 112. 

0040. At least some aspects of the invention described 
here are apparently embodied in a commercial product Sold 
by Ragula Systems (dba FatFipe) under the mark WARP. To 
set up DNS on a WARP product, one needs a registered 
domain name, and the registered DNS server names need to 
have IP addresses that reside on the WARP box. For greater 
redundancy, it is preferable that the IP addresses be provided 
by different Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Systems 
according to the invention may be used with multiple WARP 
boxes, with multiple ISPs, with reverse port mapping to 
conserve public IP addresses by mapping a given public IP 
address and port number on the Internet side of the WARP 
unit to a private IP address on the LAN side of the WARP 
unit, with firewall load management by placing a firewall 
between the WARP unit and router (servers 104 being 
located on the opposite side of the WARP unit), with DHCP, 
with internal LAN routers, with proxy ARP, and/or with 
other computer networking components or configurations. 

0041. The steps illustrated and discussed in this docu 
ment may be performed in various orders, including con 
currently, except in those cases in which the results of one 
Step are required as input to another Step. Likewise, Steps 
may be omitted unless required by the claims, regardless of 
whether they are expressly described as optional in this 
Detailed Description. Steps may also be repeated, or com 
bined, or named differently. 

0042. The invention may be embodied in other specific 
forms without departing from its essential characteristics. 
The described embodiments are to be considered in all 
respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. Headings are 
for convenience only. The Scope of the invention is indicated 
by the appended claims. All changes which come within the 
meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are to be 
embraced within their Scope. 
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What is claimed and desired to be secured by patent is: 
1. A connection-Sensitive domain name resolution device, 

comprising: 
a data component identifying IP addresses for at least two 

paths to a server which has a domain name; and 
a code component which receives a domain name reso 

lution request Specifying the domain name, Selects an 
IP address from the data component based on informa 
tion about the Status of a path to the Server, and Supplies 
the Selected IP address in response to the domain name 
resolution request. 

2. The connection-Sensitive domain name resolution 
device of claim 1, wherein IP addresses in the data compo 
nent identify routers on paths to the Server, and the code 
component avoids Selecting the IP address of a router that is 
on a path to the Server but is not available. 

3. The connection-Sensitive domain name resolution 
device of claim 1, wherein IP addresses in the data compo 
nent identify routers on paths to the Server, and the code 
component Selects the IP address in a round-robin manner by 
selecting the next IP address in a list of IP addresses of 
routers that are on paths to the Server and are available when 
the Selection is made. 

4. The connection-Sensitive domain name resolution 
device of claim 1, wherein the code component Selects the 
IP address of an under-loaded path, thereby tending to 
balance the loads on the paths to the Server. 

5. The connection-Sensitive domain name resolution 
device of claim 1, wherein the device is placed between the 
Server and a router for the server. 

6. The connection-Sensitive domain name resolution 
device of claim 1, in combination with a router for the 
Server, the router having multiple connections to the Inter 
net. 

7. The connection-Sensitive domain name resolution 
device of claim 1, in combination with a server-Sensitive 
domain name resolver, wherein the combination performs 
load-balancing over Server paths and also performs load 
balancing over multiple Servers. 

8. A method for distributing domain name resolution 
results over multiple paths, the method comprising the Steps 
of: 

receiving a domain name resolution request which 
requests an IP address corresponding to a specified 
domain name; 

determining that at least one candidate connection com 
ponent is operating reliably and thus is a reliable 
connection component, the reliable connection compo 
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nent being in a path to a server having the domain 
name, the reliable connection component having an IP 
address, and 

Supplying the IP address of the reliable connection com 
ponent in a response to the resolution request, thereby 
directing traffic to the Server over a path through the 
reliable connection component. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising the steps of 
determining the load on at least one candidate connection 
component and Selecting a connection component which is 
not over-loaded, the Selected connection component having 
an IP address and being in a path to the Server having the 
domain name, wherein the Supplying Step comprises Sending 
the IP address of the Selected connection component in a 
response to the resolution request, thereby directing traffic to 
the Server over a path through the connection component 
that is both reliable and not over-loaded. 

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of 
adjusting the time-to-live to be associated with a DNS 
record for an IP address in a path to the server. 

11. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of 
pinging a router on a path to the Server to determine if the 
router is a reliable connection component. 

12. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of 
performing a router Status inquiry to determine the router's 
load. 

13. A computer-readable Storage medium having a con 
figuration that will cause performance of a method for 
connection-Sensitive domain name resolution when multiple 
connections to a web server are potentially available, the 
method comprising: 

receiving a DNS resolution request; 
Selecting an IP address based on connection component 

Status, and 
Supplying the Selected IP address in response to the 

request. 
14. The configured medium of claim 13, wherein the 

Selecting Step comprises determining whether a connection 
responds to pings. 

15. The configured medium of claim 13, wherein the 
Selecting Step comprises Selecting an IP address of the next 
available path in a round-robin manner. 

16. The configured medium of claim 13, wherein the 
Selecting Step comprises determining whether a router is 
under-loaded. 

17. The configured medium of claim 13, further compris 
ing the step of setting a DNS record time-to-live. 
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